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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

On behalf of the SMU Law Review, we are honored to present the second half of our symposium, which provides insights on some of the shortcomings of alternative dispute resolution and reflects on Professor Delgado’s seminal article, *Fairness & Formality: Minimizing the Risk of Prejudice in Alternative Dispute Resolution*. The articles presented are divided into two parts that will span the last two issues of the SMU Law Review’s 70th volume.

It has been a pleasure to work with each of these brilliant scholars and leaders as they shape our understanding and evaluation of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. Their excellence in the field is matched only by their kindness and humility. The Law Review would especially like to thank Professors Michael Green and Richard Delgado for their assistance and guidance.

As we reflect on the past 70 volumes, the Editors would like to thank the members who have dedicated so much of their time to the journal. We would also like to recognize the faculty and staff—especially Dean Jennifer Collins, Dean Becca Henley, Professor Thomas Mayo, Professor Gregory Crespi, Professor Anthony Colangelo, TaLibra Ferguson, and Lisa Browning—who have shaped this Law Review through their selfless support, guidance, and insight. Finally, we would like to thank you, our readers, for your steadfast support and interest. We look forward to providing you with excellent scholarship for years to come.

Philip Spencer  
*Editor-in-Chief*  
SMU Law Review

Elijah Stone  
*Managing Editor*  
SMU Law Review

Michael Fechner  
*President*  
SMU Law Review
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